
05104:  "walking  extensively  first  in  sweden  talking  a  lonely  walk  in  uppsala

weather and being most friendly to each other"

happy in sweden both working and with august doing walks in stockholm with nice 

miele but at last spending a nice time with my parents in venice and later feeling 

vestige  and  feeling  shit  there  about  old  gianna  getting  drunk  and  beating  poor 

getting stronger also with the work in the mountains preparing the field for my 

04091:  "a  quite  happy  month  unable  to  sleep  so  well  to  begin  with  but  then 

friends"

lesbian  radio  presenter  from  the  states  who  was  visiting  brett  along  with  her 

melancholic   walk   there   and   also   photographing   our   roommate   in   utrecht   and   a 

become a film maker and meeting also myrthe's friends in delft after a lonely and 

10087: "people met in sweden at first like one of my students really wanting to 

cold wind but never too much"

canal to another and at last going to sweden and talking long walks feeling the 

also rowing in venice with my stepfather feeling only a little wind going from one 

18101: "not so much wind to begin with in italy working on my field and later 

miserable and cold beginning of the spring with even days of some snow"

the mountains and later in venice till at last coming back to sweden finding a 

not so nice weather in italy slowly however turning very sunny and warm both in 

the netherlands managing some biking there with some good weather but finding and 

16105: "a dreadful month in sweden with snow and also later traveling shortly to 

the city"

my parents in venice learning how to row and otherwise taking many films around 

mountains also planting several trees all around it and spending two weekends with 

project and in between dedicating myself to the deforestation of my vestige in the 

netherlands  doing  a  bit  of  carpeting  but  also  much  biking  and  updating  of  my 

01159:   "a   month   spent   both   in   sweden   doing   mostly   office   work   and   in   the 

 

 

               

 

 

 

land   and   then   going   in   the   mountains   to   plant   small   trees   but   also   doing 

and inhaling the good air and then in italy feeling the polluted air in the flat 

cleaning up the chicken house and cutting many metal rebars but also biking often 

15091: "a month intermittent with clean air and bad air inhaled first in holland 

traffic"

boat and doing not reaching only a rather high beat when crossing canals with boat 

training done started rowing in venice with my stepfather on traditional sandolo 

getting lost also on the way back but still covering a long distance and then 

spring evenings along the river and then all the way to her brother in utrecht 

06059: "training done biking with myrthe with our new bikes first in the longer 

stepfather in the gran canal and inhaling all the boat traffic"

deforesting with the chainsaw and breathing the gasoline as well as rowing with my 



south feeling mostly hot also across switzerland and italy but the reaching the

down germany visiting  the beautiful market in mainz and later florian in the deep 

16106: "nice spring weather in stockholm and in the netherlands but mostly going 

and later in venice searching for an apartment"

the road to take small breaks at the gorgeous como lake to at last film in vicenza 

switzerland and making a few films of public spaces at last parking the van along 

last   in   germany   visiting   florian   in   the   beautiful   south   before   crossing 

with myrthe and revisiting the beautiful modern part with all of junkies and at 

historical and modern places and then again spending a day in frankfurt this time 

because  of  the  war  bombing  but  in  fact  turned  out  to  be  very  pretty  with  both 

making a nice stop in the city of mainz which i first through to be quite ugly 

13126:  "films  of  public  spaces  captured  on  my  way  down  from  holland  to  italy 

at last going shortly to the netherlands filming only a little around culemborg"

weather at last and filming the central square right before the terror attack and 

talking   long   walks   alone   and   later   with   august   taking   advantage   of   the   nice 

around  for  an  apartment  and  later  going  to  colder  and  inhospitable  stockholm 

13125: "a beautiful time spent alone in venice filming all my walks there looking 

for my phone"

killed dozens reading the news mostly online not relaying anymore on the news app 

with  a  chemical  attack  in  syria  and  terror  attack  in  sweden  which  could  have 

12124:  "a  period  with  several  natural  calamities  but  also  quite  some  distress 

live in an apartment"

starting to get affected in my dreams also of the idea of moving to venice and go 

with my parents to a bar in venice only for rich people and dreaming about it and 

finnish guy getting some horror in my dreams but also the chant of being invited 

and being impressed at first by the people i met like a violent and aggressive 

02147: "a period having a little trouble sleeping normally now traveling too much 

despite the yellow and the green getting confused by the digital filtering"

bit  confused  at  first  about  the  color  arrangement  but  then  well  executing  it 

07067: "painting executed during a short period spent in the netherlands being a 

the spring and being quite neutral about life"

recording myself while walking down the river in culemborg enjoying the coming of 

walking   down   the   frozen   landscape   of   uppsala   following   the   river   but   mostly 

09060: "thoughts recorded both while in sweden doing teaching and visiting august 

from the field down to the barn to pick a new chain for the chainsaw"

and alone still getting quite disoriented and also walking a bit in the mountains 

to look into her pregnancy and mostly walking in venice both with my stepfather 

while in the netherlands going around culemborg taking myrthe to the a few clinics 

despite the cold weather and also walking in stockholm and taking smaller walks 



and later taking a refreshing walk on the hills"

in venice looking for an apartment to buy and also in vicenza going to the station 

and taking small walks next to the beautiful como lake before walking extensively 

with florian to a old roman bath in southern genramany before crossing the alps 

frankfurt walking a long way on the river on each side and taking a small walk 

mainz   and   exploring   the   beautiful   city   there   and   later   also   exploring   again 

the city with august just prior the terror attack and then with myrthe driving to 

05105: "a month with many walks done all over europe first in stockholm exploring 

getting worst till coming back in the mounts with cold and rainy weather"

all the time and feeling very hot again on my way to venice with the weather there 

mountains and experiencing quite a cold weather requiring me to get the fire on 


